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Abstract- A solar pond is a vast region authority of solar 

vitality taking after a pond that stores warm, which is 

then accessible to use for pragmatic purposes. Inquired 

about outlines incorporate saltwater ponds, gel ponds, 

and others, for example, shallow ponds with covers, 

profound ponds with glass or plastic regulation gadgets. 

Their basic highlights are to store the vitality in the 

approaching solar radiation in the warmed profundities 

of the pond, and to stifle the convection streams that 

would somehow or another prompt warmth misfortune 

to the environment. The most widely recognized type of 

solar pond is a salt-water solar pond. Salt water ponds 

exist normally in an assortment of areas, the principal 

ponds being found in Eastern Europe toward the start 

of the 0th century at a characteristic salt lake in 

Transylvania. The majority of the salt water ponds 

worked today, be that as it may, are fake, mimicking 

regular solar ponds however exploiting designing 

advances to propel their task and application for down 

to earth purposes. in this venture we will do liquid 

dynamic investigation on the solar pond by utilizing the 

ansys then we will discover the temperature conveyance 

temperature appropriation over the volume, thickness 

and weight. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

A solar pond is a huge region authority of solar 

vitality taking after a pond that stores warm, which is 

then accessible to use for functional purposes. 

Inquired about plans incorporate saltwater ponds, gel 

ponds, and others, for example, shallow ponds with 

covers, profound ponds with glass or plastic control 

gadgets. Their normal highlights are to store the 

vitality in the approaching solar radiation in the 

warmed profundities of the pond, and to smother the 

convection streams that would some way or another 

prompt warmth misfortune to the environment. The 

most widely recognized type of solar pond is a salt-

water solar pond. Salt water ponds exist normally in 

an assortment of areas, the main ponds being found 

in Eastern Europe toward the start of the 0th century 

at a characteristic salt lake in Transylvania. The vast 

majority of the salt water ponds worked today, 

notwithstanding, are counterfeit, reproducing regular 

solar ponds however exploiting designing advances 

to propel their task and application for down to earth 

purposes.  

The key component of a salt-water solar pond is that 

it has expanding measures of salts broke down in the 

water with profundity (Figure ). The saltiness  and 

consequently thickness of each level of the pond 

therefore increments with profundity, so it is 

regularly called a 'salt balanced out' or 'saltiness 

angle' solar ponds. Beneath this saltiness slope zone 

there is a layer of close soaked salt arrangement, the 

'capacity zone', or more it there is a thin layer of crisp 

or low-saltiness water, the surface zone. The capacity 

zone is normally maybe a couple meters thick, and 

the general pond at least two meters profound. 

 

Fig 1 Schematic representation of a salinity-gradient 

solar pond 

A significant part of the approaching solar radiation 

achieves the capacity zone at the base of the pond 

where it warms up the concentrated salt arrangement 

there. Warmth misfortune upwards in the pond from 

the capacity zone is  counteracted since normal 

convection streams in the slope zone are smothered. 
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This concealment and thus protecting impact happens 

in view of the thickness slope exhibit (Figure ). As a 

specific layer of arrangement is warmed from 

beneath its thickness is marginally decreased, 

however stays higher than that of the layer above. 

Consequently there can be no development upwards 

by the 'lightness' impact that drives common 

convection in a typical waterway without such a 

thickness inclination. The fundamental procedure of 

warmth misfortune from the capacity zone has in this 

manner been ended, and keeping in mind that there 

are little warmth misfortunes by conduction through 

base and sides of the pond the capacity zone warms 

up and holds this warm vitality until the point that it 

is pulled back for utilize. Temperatures over 0°C can 

be gotten in times of high solar radiation, and hoisted 

temperatures over encompassing are kept up 

overnight and to some degree from summer to winter 

as well (Figure ). The surface zone, with a thickness 

of commonly a large portion of a meter, is blended 

and kept cool by the breezes blowing over the pond 

and warmth misfortune by dissipation. This best zone 

requires persistent flushing with crisp water or low 

saltiness water to make up for dissipation and wash 

away the salt ascending to the best by the regular 

procedure of dispersion through the angle zone. 

Strong salt or immersed saline solution must be 

consistently added to the capacity zone to 

compensate for this loss of salt through upward 

development to the surface zone. For whatever length 

of time that these methods are done, and waves that 

could cause blending of the angle layer are kept, a 

saltiness inclination solar pond is a progressively 

stable framework.  

 

Fig 2: Saltiness profile in a solar pond 

Handy utilizations of solar ponds are numerous 

however coordinate utilization of the warm vitality 

for warming is generally well known. The warmth 

can likewise be utilized as a part of a warmth motor 

to drive a wide assortment of mechanical advances, 

including concoction and modern warmth forms, 

power generation and desalination. In this article, we 

will give some data on the plan and execution of 

saltwater solar ponds (area ), and a few cases of test 

and showing solar ponds that have been developed 

the world over (segment ). We will then study the 

utilizations of solar ponds (segment ), and close with 

an audit of the 'cutting edge' of and future bearings 

for solar pond innovation.  

 
Fig 3: Temperature profile in a solar pond 

  

Design Principles  

A vital first standard when outlining a solar pond is 

to have aparticular application at the top of the 

priority list. This application might warm for a 

modern, business or  agrarian endeavor. It is for this 

situation vital to know whether water, some other 

fluid  or then again air is the medium to be warmed. 

Likewise the temperature at which warm is to be 

provided,  regardless of whether up to state 80°C or 

as low as 35 or 40°C, is basic data for the solar  pond 

architect. On the other hand the application might be 

electrical power age or  consolidated warmth and 

power supply. At the point when the coveted 

application is known, the end-utilize  vitality 

necessities to be provided by the solar pond can be 

distinguished, and the solar  pond outlined as needs 

be. By and by, for instance, the qualities of a solar 

pond  to supply high temp water at say 35°C to an 

aquaculture office will be altogether different from 

that of a solar pond to be utilized to create power 

where supported execution at higher temperatures of 

80°C or above is fundamental. Clearly the solar pond 

must be situated as near its application as could 

reasonably be expected.  

 

Making Use of Local Resources  

The monetary suitability and natural advantages of 

utilizing a solar pond are dependably  improved if 

most extreme utilization of neighborhood material 

and HR is made. A key  necessity is to have locally 

accessible salt, or saline water (the saltier the better), 
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and generally new water as well. Adequate land 

territory, the compliment the better, is likewise 

required, and abnormal state of yearly solar radiation. 

Since development of the solar pond essentially 

includes earth moving and plumbing, it bodes well to 

utilize neighborhood contractual workers.  

 

Matching Thermal Output to End-Use Requirements  

The point is dependably to coordinate the 

temperature of the hot brackish water in the capacity 

zone of the  solar pond with the coveted warmth 

conveyance temperature for a proximate application. 

Unmistakably the capacity temperature must be 

higher than the application to accomplish the require 

warm exchange. However, warm misfortune and 

financial punishments mount if the capacity 

temperature is substantially higher than the 

conveyance temperature than is vital  

 

Site Characteristics  

Keen sitting of a solar pond helps smooth 

establishment and operability. A considerable lot of 

the site attributes for a solar pond are like those for 

area of any simulated pond. Land that is amiable to 

shaping banks, with soil that is firm and either 

basically steady or compactable, inside simple access 

to water and salt or brackish water supplies, also, 

naturally worthy areas for overseeing salt reusing or 

transfer, are the perfect variables. Notwithstanding 

geo-natural contemplations, the predominant climate 

condition is likewise pertinent. Areas where the 

breeze is continually solid would not be as perfect as 

quiet areas. Unmistakably the yearly solar radiation 

profile straightforwardly influences pond execution. 

Notwithstanding, it is as yet conceivable to fabricate 

ponds that will work well in high-scopes, with 

expanded region making up for less accessible 

radiation per unit area of surface. A list of the ideal 

characteristics for a solar pond . 

 

II   LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

A solar pond speaks to a minimal effort alternative 

among other solar frameworks since it utilizes 

indigenous assets, for example, land, salt and water. 

The limit with regards to long haul warm capacity is 

a noteworthy alluring element of solar ponds. Solar 

ponds have gotten overall acknowledgment, as an 

elective method for vitality for electric power age and 

mechanical process warming Solar ponds are of two 

sorts.  

One is called as a convective sort and the other is 

called as a non convective write. A shallow solar 

pond which utilizes crisp water filled to a shallow 

profundity is utilized to gather and store solar vitality 

is of first kind which may requires isolate protected 

capacity tank for long time stockpiling of warmth.  

A salt slope solar pond is of non convective write 

loaded with salt arrangement with slow increment in 

thickness with profundity of the solar pond, which is 

fit for gathering and putting away the solar vitality 

inside the solar pond itself Long term warm capacity 

is conceivable with this sort of solar pond Of all the 

distinctive kinds of solar pond the most broadly 

tested solar pond is the saltiness inclination solar 

pond or non-convecting solar pond.  

Numerous salt slope solar ponds have been planned 

developed and worked everywhere throughout the 

world and the consequences of their operational 

encounters with accomplishments and issues have 

been inspected in the accompanying pages. In 

converting ponds, warm misfortune to the earth is 

decreased by covering the pond surface. The cover is 

straightforward and the pond is of shallow 

profundity, and is frequently alluded to as shallow 

solar ponds. By and by it could even  be a water filled 

plastic sack coated at top and having a darkened base 

protected by froth or other warm protecting materials. 

In non-convective solar ponds the essential approach 

has been that warmth misfortune to the earth is 

lessened by the concealment of common convection 

in the water authority cum stockpiling medium. The 

most reported kind of non convective solar pond is 

salt slope solar pond and is alluded to as unsaturated 

salt balanced out pond. The main recorded utilization 

of solar vitality for warming a water pool was made 

around 2500 years back when extraordinary Roman 

showers were warmed by the Sun.  

The marvel of normal solar ponds was found by Von 

Kalecsinsky in 1920 who revealed that Madve 

Lagoon in Transylvania, in summer, had the base 

temperature moving toward 70°C at a profundity of 

1.32 m. Following the disclosure of Madve Lagoon, 

comparable solar lakes have been found in different 

parts of the world ,Hot lake situated close Oroville in 

Washington State found in 1958 was having a 

temperature around 50°C at a profundity of 2 in amid 

mid summer.  
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Common solar lakes likewise have been found close 

Elate, Israel and in the Venezuelan Antillesand Lake 

Mahega A. characteristic solar pond has been found 

even under a perpetual ice front of 3 m to 4 m in the 

Antarctic (Lake Vanda) displaying a temperature of 

around 25°C in its profound districts. In all these 

characteristic lakes the salt, fixation was seen to 

increment with profundity. This descending 

increment in salt fixation keeps the convection and 

renders the upper district of lake a mostly 

straightforward cover to trap solar warmth in the base 

locale. 

 

III FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS (FEA) 

 

The genuine idea in FEA is that the body or structure 

might be withdrawn into more unassuming parts of 

confined estimations called "Compelled Elements". 

The essential body or the structure is then considered 

as a variety of these segments related at a destined 

number of joints called "center core interests". 

Arrange purposes of control are approximated the 

evacuations over each obliged part. Such perceived 

cutoff focuses are called "shape limits". This will 

recommend the change inside the bits like the 

development at the focal points of the parts.  

The Finite Element procedure is a smart contraption 

for settling standard and for the most part differential 

examination in light of reality it is a numerical 

mechanical get together, it can deal with the 

cerebrum boggling issue that can be inferred in 

differential consistent verbalization from. The 

utilization of FEM is boundless as regards the system 

of adjusted outline issues. In this manner of 

surprising expense of dealing with constrain of years 

went by, FEM has an establishment set apart by 

being used to oversee complex and cost basic 

troubles. 

 
Fig 4: Geometry in ansys 

 
fig 5 Mesh model in ansys  

 
Fig 6 : Temperature contour 

 
Fig 7: Pressure contour 

 
Fig 8: density contour 

 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSTION 
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V. CONCLUSION 

 

Solar pond innovation has gained huge ground over 

the most recent fifteen years. A brilliant monograph 

is presently accessible on the science and innovation 

of saltiness inclination solar ponds. This innovation is 

practical for low temperature process warm needs of 

industry. The age of power utilizing solar ponds isn't 

monetarily practical up 'til now .However , the new 

concerns with respect to nature and wellbeing of 

atomic power plants and atomic squanders transfer 

may change the photo completely.  

Albeit solar ponds are easy to build, they are 

expensive as far as vitality productivity. The most 

extreme hypothetical effectiveness of a solar pond is 

17 percent, expecting that the most sizzling saltwater 

has a temperature of 80 degrees Celsius (176 degrees 

Fahrenhe it) and the coolest water is 20 degrees 

Celsius (68 degrees Fahrenheit). This remaining parts 

to be a disadvantage to the solar power plant which 

can produce 800 degrees Celsius (1,472 degrees 

Fahrenheit) with a productivity of about 78%. 

Another constraint over the long haul of a solar pond 

is the nonstop recharging of saline arrangement. This 

requires some robotization to alleviate human 

mediation however at the sametime requires 

equipment, expanding the cost of the plant. Another 

imperative restriction is the exchange off between the 

cost viability and power generation which is 

specifically reliant on the 86 surface zone of the 

capacity zone which subsequently requires more 

land. It could be advanced as a contention, that there 

is a serious trade off of land for the cost of energy out 

put and these grounds could discover more beneficial 

utilization. Solar ponds require a lot of land to work 

legitimately. Like solar board exhibits, the capacity 

of solar ponds to catch vitality is identified with their 

surface territory. 
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Contour 

value  

Temperature 
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Density 
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Pressure (Pa) 
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